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Electrical Terms 
Voltage is the electromotive force (EMF) that causes electron flow 
The volt is the basic unit of electromotive force (EMF) 
 

Electrical current is measured in Amperes 
Current is the flow of electrons in an electric circuit 
Direct Current flows only in one direction? 
Alternating Current reverses direction on a regular basis 
 

Electrical power is measured in Watts 
Power describes the rate at which electrical energy is used 
 

Copper is a good electrical conductor 
Glass is a good electrical insulator 
A mobile transceiver usually requires 12 volts 
 

Multi-Meters > Volt-Ohm-Meter (VOM), Digital-Volt-Meter (DVM) Using a; 
Volt-meter (measured in parallel) 
Amp-meter (measured in series) 
Using an Ohm-meter (measures resistance WITHOUT power DO NOT DAMGE METER) 

Electrical components 

Resistor is used to oppose the flow of current in a DC circuit 
Resistance is controlled by a potentiometer 
Potentiometer is used as an adjustable volume control 
Capacitor stores energy in an electric field 
Capacitor consists of two or more conductive surfaces separated by an insulator 
Capacitor is used together with an inductor to make a tuned circuit 
Inductor stores energy in a magnetic field 
Inductor is usually composed of a coil of wire 
Switch is used to connect or disconnect electrical circuits? 
Relay is a switch controlled by an electromagnet 
Fuse is used to protect other circuit components from current overloads 
1.2 volts is the nominal voltage of a fully charged nickel-cadmium cell? 
Carbon-zinc battery is not rechargeable 

 
Ohm’s Law 

E = I x R  Voltage = Current x Resistance 

I = E / R  Current = Voltage / Resistance 

R = E / I  Resistance = Voltage / Current 

P = E x I  Power = Voltage x Current 

I = P / E  Current = Power / Voltage  

 

Semiconductors 

Transistors is capable of using a voltage or current signal to control current flow 

Transistor can be used as an electronic switch or amplifier 

Transistor can amplify signals 

Gain is a transistor's ability to amplify a signal 

Regulator controls the amount of voltage from a power supply 

Bipolar junction transistor is made of three layers of semiconductor material 

Bipolar transistor has an emitter electrode 
 

"FET" stands for Field Effect Transistor 

Field effect transistor has a gate electrode 
 

Integrated circuit combines several semiconductors and other components into one package 
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Diode allows current to flow in only one direction 

Diode’s cathode lead usually identified with a stripe 

Anode and cathode are the names of the two electrodes of a diode 

Rectifier changes an alternating current into a varying direct current signal 

"LED" stands for Light Emitting Diode 

LED is commonly used as a visual indicator 
 

Meter is used to display signal strength on a numeric scale 
 

Transformer is commonly used to change 120VAC house current to a lower AC voltage for other uses 
 

Coaxial cable carries RF signals between a radio and antenna 

 

Product Detector > Detects CW & SSB 

Discriminator > FM Receiver Demodulator 

Superhetrodyne > Mixing of Oscillator & RF SHIFTS to Intermediate Frequency (IF) STAGE 

Transvertor > Amplifiers (an exciter) and changes Frequency 

Transmit-Receive Switch (T/R Switch) > Connects a transmitter or receiver to an antenna 

Modulator > Combines speech and RF  

Over-Deviating > Distortion from talking too loud (too CLOSE to Microphone) 

Multi-Mode Transceiver > Good for weak signal communications 

Linear Amplifier > Increases output from Handheld Transceiver 

Pre-Amplifier > Amplifier between Antenna and Receiver 

Selectivity > Discriminates between received signals  

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)> Strong Signal Overload (Fundamental), Harmonics, Spurious Emissions 

Filters > Snap-On Ferrite Filter (Telephone), Low Pass, High Pass, Band Pass, Band Reject 
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Schematic Circuit Diagrams 

Schematic symbols are standardized representations of components in an electrical wiring diagram 

The symbols on an electrical circuit schematic diagram represent electrical components 

Schematic diagrams represent the way components are interconnected 

 

 

 

 


